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• Growing industry challenge of photovoltaic (PV) 
module end-of-life (EoL) management

• No definitive answer to the question: ”When do PV 
modules reach their EoL?”

• The decision of module future (reuse, resell, 
recycle) is not straightforward

• Our aim: To develop an automated procedure to 
identify and classify defects within PV modules from 
luminescence images
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Figure 1: Example of outdoor luminescence image of module 
string after more than a decade of operation. Can we perform 
a module quality assessment from this image alone?

Typical outdoor luminescence images exhibit lens 
distortion, arbitrary perspective and rotation, and 
background features and adjacent modules. Hence, the 
first tasks are:

Image Processing

Figure 3: (top) Luminescence image, area isolation, rough 
edge detection, edge-line, and corner computation; (bottom) 
corrected module image with the segmentation grid

• Individual cells are extracted from the module image

• Statistical analysis and feature extraction are 
performed on each of the cell images:

o Cell degradation is classified as “dead” (risk) 
“degraded” (warning), and “hot cell” (warning)

o Cell defects are classified as “damaged” (risk), 
“hot-spot” (risk),  and “defective” (warning)

• Cell-based data are combined to provide a full module 
quality assessment

Module Quality Assessment

Figure 4: Example cell-level quality assessment of module 
luminescence image after pre-processing and segmentation. 
Identified defects are labelled. An automated assessment is 
then classified the module risk rating (“moderate-high”)

• Full module circuit simulation is performed to predict 
the module power output relative to the pristine as-
installed state

  Module Power Estimation

Figure 5: Example simulated PV module solar performance 
(AM1.5, 25◦ C), current-voltage and power of the pristine as-
installed state (all cells are the best cell) and as-measured 
degraded state (individual cell performance adjusted from the 
quality assessment)

 Demonstration and Validation

Figure 6: Summary of module batch quality assessment: totals 
of module count with respective defect category totals (high-
risk, warning, total); dashed lines indicate median/mean of 
each category (totals/defects, respectively)

Figure 7: Illustration of the validation study: module 
distribution by identified defects (each point is a module, point-
point distance is high-dimensional module similarity based on 
the count of defect types). Comparison between automated 
(colour) and manual (edge colour) quality bin assignment; 
point-size indicates the magnitude of disagreement between 
bin assignment (auto vs manual)

• Statistical assessment of module quality
o Assign quality bins to support EoL decision (in 

this study, six quality bins)

o Define module risk rating by adjusting acceptable 
thresholds for risk/warning cells (a user decision)

o In this study, while eight modules were completely 
free of risk cells, no modules were completely free 
of warning cells

• Validation study:
o Comparison to manual assessment by a domain 

expert 
o Generally strong overlap between the manual and 

automated assessments: almost all low risk-rating 
modules assigned pass/maybe, very limited strong 
pass/fail disagreement

• Module image preprocessing and segmentation 
algorithms were developed. High rate of success in 
robust image preprocessing and accurate cell-in-module 
segmentation

• Statistical defect identification and quality assessment 
methodology has proven fit-for-purpose regarding 
EoL decisions

• End-to-end pipeline from module luminescence 
image to report was successfully developed outlining 
options and risks for each module

• Fully automated assessment procedure based only on 
luminescence images, significant benefits to all stake-
holders at almost no cost

Conclusions

• The method is demonstrated using 248 outdoor 
module EL images

• Statistical assessment of cell quality
o Only 5% of the cells were classified as ‘defect-free’

o Median counts of five risk-cells per module (identified 
as dead, damaged, or hotspot cells) and 20 warning-
cells (contained degraded, defective, or hot cells)

o Average of 25 damaged/degraded cells per module 
(almost 30% of the cells)

• To develop a full-area module luminescence image 
pre-processing methodology to mitigate the 
complexity and variability in image quality

• To provide consistent undistorted, cropped, and 
segmented images for quality assessment

Figure 2: Framework of the 
suggested methodology. A 
module luminescence image 
is first processed. Individual 
cells are then extracted and 
evaluated. Different metrics 
are then used to estimate the 
module power loss and 
preferred EoL path
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